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Chapter 1 : What is intraregional migration
interregional-migration definition: Noun (plural interregional migrations) 1. (geography) Permanent movement from one
region of a country to another.

Following the American Revolutionary War, expansion of settlement into areas west of the Appalachians, and
the abolition of transatlantic slave trade in , the domestic trade became increasingly important, especially as
settlers flowed into the Deep South in the 19th century. Some people already established as planters took
droves of slaves with them when they moved. Others bought slaves from regional markets to develop and staff
plantations. It is estimated that between and approximately , slaves were relocated to the American South
economists describe them as being "imported" from the Upper South, but they were being relocated within US
territories. Analysis by Robert Fogel and Stanley Engelman suggested that 16 percent of the total migration of
slaves was due to sale of slaves through domestic trade. Their conclusions were strongly criticized by other
economists. Contributors to the growth of inter-regional slave trade[ edit ] Historians who argue in favor of
soil exhaustion as an explanation for slave importation into the Deep South posit that exporting states emerged
as slave producers because of the transformation of agriculture in the Upper South. By the late 18th century,
the coastal and Piedmont tobacco areas were being converted to mixed crops because of soil exhaustion and
changing markets. Because of the deterioration of soil and an increase in demand for food products, states in
the upper south shifted crop emphasis from tobacco to grain which required less slave labor. This decreased
demand left states in the Upper South with an excess supply of labor. The extensive development of cotton
plantations created the highest demand for labor in the Deep South. The cotton market had previously been
dominated by the long-staple cotton cultivated primarily on the Sea Islands and in the coastal Lowcountry.
The consequent boom in the cotton industry, coupled with the labor-intensive nature of the crop, created a
need for slave labor in the Deep South that could be satisfied by excess supply further north. The price
differences between the Upper and Deep South created demand. Slave traders took advantage of this arbitrage
opportunity by buying at lower prices in the Upper South and then selling slaves at a profit after taking or
transporting them further south. The proven reproductive capacity of enslaved women was advertised as
selling point and a feature that increased value. This also contributed to the growth of the internal slave trade.
Evans suggests that interstate slave traders earned a wage greater than that of an alternative profession in
skilled mechanical trades. However, if slave traders possessed skills similar to those used in supervisory
mechanics e. Economic implications of the inter-regional slave trade on the Old South[ edit ] Irish economic
theorist John Elliot Cairnes suggested in his work The Slave Power that the inter-regional slave trade was a
major component in ensuring the economic vitality of the Old South. The general consensus seems to support
Professor William L. The profits realized through the sale and shipment of enslaved people were in turn
reinvested in banking, railroads, and even colleges. A striking example of the connection between the
domestic slave trade and higher education can be found in the sale of slaves by Georgetown University to
Louisiana when the University was facing financial instability. Slaves were sold south even during the
hostilities, as plantations, businesses and households continued to operate. Robert William Fogel and Stanley
L. Engerman estimated that the slave trade accounted for 16 percent of the relocation of enslaved African
Americans, in their work Time on the Cross. Pritchett, has this figure at about 50 percent, or about , slaves
total between But Jonathan Pritchett points to evidence that there were a significant number of firms engaged
in the market, a relatively dense concentration of these firms, and low barriers to entry. He says that traders
who were exporting slaves from the Upper South were price-taking, profit-maximizers acting in a market that
achieved a long-run competitive equilibrium. In comparison to working in relatively small groups and perhaps
alongside some farming families in the Upper South, they were forced to do field work in large gangs under
close white supervision, and had less control over their time. The dense trees and underbrush of many
riverfront areas in Louisiana and Mississippi were being cleared for the first time to develop plantations,
adding to their struggles. Slaves most feared being sold to planters in Louisiana. With demand high for both
commodity crops, planters and overseers were known to be physically abusive to slaves. The slaves feared
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being sent to Louisiana as a "Death sentence".
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Chapter 2 : Interregional-migration dictionary definition | interregional-migration defined
Define interregional. interregional synonyms, interregional pronunciation, interregional translation, English dictionary
definition of interregional. adj. Of, involving, or connecting two or more regions: interregional migration; interregional
banking. adj of, relating to, or conducted between two or more.

Interregional migration has happened more in the past with farmers not having land. Having not enough
farmland pushed the farmers from more populated areas to less populated areas because the less populated
areas had more farmland. This resulted in the population growing in the middle of the U. Then the population
started moving west just past Cincinnati, Ohio in Migrants headed to California for the opportunity to find
gold during the Gold Rush Today, most people move to find better jobs but some people move for
noneconomic reasons. Basically people moved all around the U. Interregional migration was important in the
U. S because it spread people throughout the country and those people created farms, businesses, and other
economic opportunities for other migrants. This created our economy and led to inventions like the canals and
steam boats that let people move more freely, and helped us become a more industrialized country. Migration
Between Regions in Other Countries: In Russia the Soviet Policy wanted factory construction near raw
materials instead of by where all the people were. Not enough workers were where the factories were bilt so
the had to migrate to where they were. So in Russia people migrated to the factories, mines, and construction
sites in order to get a job. In Brazil, the main cities were along the coast so not many people lived in the center
of Brazil so the government moved its capital from the costal city of Rio de Janeiro to the centeral city of
Brazilia. Eventually people moved to Brazilia in search of a job. The government gave people 5 acres of land,
supplies to build a house, seeds and fertilizers to get their crops growing and food to support them until their
crops grew. Rural to Urban Areas: More people choose to move within a region. Urbanization started in the s
in Euope and the U. Migration from rual to urban areas has grown the most in less developed countries. It is
estimated that 20 milllion people each year will move from rural to urban areas. Like interregional migrants,
intraregional migrants move to find better jobs and other economic opportunities. Urban to Suburban Areas: In
more developed countries, intraregional migration is from the big cities to suburbs. Metropolitan to
Nonmetropolitan Areas: Now, people started moving out of urban area and into rural areas. But, they usually
dont make a living in agriculture, they work in nearby factories, small town shops, or other services. And are
interested in things like fishing or hiking. By Bryanne McCormick Create your own unique website with
customizable templates.
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Chapter 3 : â€¢ Net interregional migration of African Americans in the U.S., by region | Statistic
Examples Of Interregional And Intraregional Migration ï»¿Migration Migration is the movement of people from one place
to another The reasons for migration can be economic, social, political or environmental.

February , Volume 4, Number 2 Russian Internal Migration Internal migration within Russia has been stymied
by the Soviet-installed system of residency permits, known as propiska. Without a residency permit, it is
nearly impossible for Russians to move to another city and find work or housing. The residency permit system
has kept rural residents from flocking to urban areas, especially to cities such as Moscow. The Moscow city
council has so far refused to approve the fee. Apartments are the most valuable possession of many urban
residents. Since the collapse of the Soviet government, most apartments were privatized or sold to their
inhabitants for a nominal sum. Most apartment owners cannot afford to sell their apartments because real
estate prices, especially in Moscow, have soared. Some ethnic Russians who fled to Moscow before have
found themselves considered "foreigners" because they do not have proper documentation to secure housing,
jobs and social services. Many were granted forced migrant or refugee status by the Russian Constitution, but
still find themselves subject to local laws that often leave them with no status, and hence no services. The
Russian population fell by , in to Some 97, emigrants left Russia in , with over 90 percent moving to
Germany, Israel and the US. Hazardous environmental conditions have forced about , persons to abandon their
homes around Chernobyl, the Aral Sea and the Semipalatinsk nuclear test site. There are an estimated ,
environmental migrants in the Ukraine, 75, in the Russian Federation and , in Belarus. Ecologists say there are
more than areas in the former Soviet Union where environmental contamination is forcing people to abandon
their homes. A Belorussian official said that Belorussian border guards have been placed along the border with
Russia in order to prevent African and Asian illegal immigrants from entering. In , border guards detained
over 3, illegal immigrants, including 1, from Asia and Africa. The Ukraine and Belarus will set up a joint
committee to study problems along the mile border that they share. Lithuanian border guards offer cash
rewards to residents of the frontier town of Lazdijai who provided information about illegal immigrants.
Lazdijai is located where Belarus, Poland, Lithuania and Russia meet. In December, tips from residents led to
the arrests of about illegal immigrants from Afghanistan, India and Sri Lanka who had tried to enter Lithuania
via Belarus. According to the Russian Federal Migration Service, the number one source of illegal immigrants
to Russia in was Afghanistan. An estimated , illegals from Afghanistan live in the Moscow metropolitan area.
In , about 20, Russians left Kyrgyzstan, down about 50 percent from About 6, Russian-speaking migrants
returned to Kyrgyzstan from Russia in There are about , Russians living in Kyrgyzstan, down from , recorded
in the Soviet census in Victor Imoshenko, "Migration of the peoples of the former Union as a factor in
intergovernmental policy," Nezavisimaya gazeta, December 7,
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Chapter 4 : Inter-Regional Forums on Migration | International Organization for Migration
Application: This is important because most interregional migration is done from Rural to Urban cities. Intervening
obstacle Definition: An environmental or cultural feature of the landscape that hinders migration.

How do you migrate Pokemon? Fired, Leafgreen, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald. In the GBA game, you have to
have at least 7 Pokemon. Theâ€¦n, save when you have the six Pokemon that you want to migrate. Then turn it
off. Under the new game option, it will say migrate from the GBA game that you have inserted. No Pokemon
can return back to the GBA game once you migrate them. Here are the directions on how to get there: Go to
Sangem town, go to the beach. You should find land. Go through the tall grass until you find a large building.
Talk to the guy that is blocking a door. He will ask if you came to participate in the catching show. He should
give you your park balls. At the park, go into the tall grass everywhere-go on the water too, if you migrated a
water type. He will ask you if you want them in your PC boxes-answer yes. Then go pick up your Pokemon
from the PC boxes-if you want. You can only migrate Pokemon once-a-day. When the African Americans
were freed from slavery they found lifein the southern states of America hell. Certain laws had come
inâ€¦toplace and people like the KKK wre around. So the great my greationwas the many African Americans
moving form the souther states tothe northern states of America to what they believed was to be abetter life.
MORE How long do penguins migrate for and when do they migrate? There is such thing as a migrating
penguin, but different species migrate at different times and for different amounts of time. The African
penguin is non-migratory and lives in burrows. Emperor penguins migrate over 1mile in a long line. Usually
they migrate for breeding and mating seasons and all â€¦accumulate in one place. On average they travel 1,
miles per journey. Many start migrating in spring.
Chapter 5 : Project MUSE - Interregional Migration Flows in Indonesia
The government discourages interregional migration. Brasil: Most people live in a string of cities along the Atlantic coast.
But, many people are beginning to move toward the capital of Brazil, Brasilia, which is in the center of the country, in
search of jobs.

Chapter 6 : Interregional Migration in the United States by Siera Condon on Prezi
This graph displays the net change in population due to inter-regional migration in the United States during ,
distinguished by region. The Middle Atlantic region has experienced the.

Chapter 7 : â€¢ Net interregional migration in the U.S., by region | Statistic
Interregional migration has happened more in the past with farmers not having land. Having not enough farmland
pushed the farmers from more populated areas to less populated areas because the less populated areas had more
farmland. years ago,through mass interregional migration the center of the United States was settled and developed.

Chapter 8 : Interregional Migration: Canada and Russia by Hermione Granger on Prezi
"This book is a thorough, comprehensive and excellent analysis and discussion of an important public policy question:
how and to what extent do regional differences affect interregional migration, and how and to what extent does such
migration affect the level of well-being of people in different regions as well as in the nation as a whole?

Chapter 9 : Interregional | Define Interregional at calendrierdelascience.com
Interregional definition, of or relating to a region of considerable extent; not merely local: a regional meeting of the Boy
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Scouts. See more.
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